ERROR MESSAGE NOTIFICATIONS (if any)

Explanation: This device has recorded a %SYS-2-MALLOCFAIL: error message.
This error indicates a memory allocation failure. Memory allocation of [dec] bytes
failed from [hex], alignment [dec] Pool: [chars] Free: [dec] Cause: [chars] Alternate
Pool: [chars] Free: [dec] Cause: [chars] The requested memory allocation is not
available from the specified memory pool. A memory allocation failure occurs in
one of these situations:
  - The current system configuration, network environment, or possibly a software
  error may have exhausted or fragmented the router's memory
  - When the router uses up all available memory (temporarily or permanently)
  - When the memory is fragmented into such small pieces that the router cannot
  find a usable block. This issue can occur with the processor memory or with the
  packet memory. This error can occur due to a variety of reasons that include:
    * Incorrect configuration
    * Too many features enabled for a small amount of memory
    * A single process that consumes more memory
Recommended Action: Begin to troubleshoot with a check on the process that the
error message mentions. Submit the output of show process cpu and show memory
commands to Output Interpreter to check whether the process consumes more memory.
If you are unable to reproduce the error message, you can ignore the error message.
If the error message recurs, review the Bug Toolkit to locate any software bugs
that can cause this error.


ERROR: Since it's last reload, this router has created or maintained a relatively
large number of 'VeryBig buffers' yet still has very few free buffers.

ERROR: Since it's last reload, this router has created or maintained a relatively
large number of 'Syslog ED Pool buffers' yet still has very few free buffers.

The above symptoms suggest that a buffer leak has occurred.

BUFFER LEAK: When a process is finished with a buffer, the process should free the
buffer. A buffer leak occurs when the code forgets to process a buffer, or forgets
to free it after.
It is done with the packet As a result, the buffer pool continues to grow as more
and more packets are stuck in the buffers. Some routers (for example, 2600, 3600,
and 4000 Series) require a minimum amount of I/O memory to support certain interface
processors.
Not Enough Shared Memory for the Interfaces.
NOTE:
(1)Some of the Public Buffer pools should be abnormally large with few free buffers.
After a reload, you may see that the number of free buffers never gets close to
the number of total buffers.
(2)You should check the buffers on a regular basis. Some leaks are slow but others
are very fast.
(3)If you configure or access the router through telnet,you need to check the buffers
on a regular basis via remote access (telnet) before the router hang to see in
which pool is the leak. Once you see that for one pool the total number is increasing
and the free number is low (the faulty pool), you need to capture a 'show buffer
pool  dump'. But if you don't have any memory available on the box, it's too late
to collect the information . You have to collect the information before the hang.
TRY THIS: 
Router is running low on shared memory, even after a reload, physically removing
interfaces solves the problem.
This could be a Cisco IOS software bug. Upgrade to the latest version in your release
train to fix known buffer leak bugs. For example, if you are running Cisco IOS
Software Release 11.2(14), upgrade to the latest 11.2(x).
If you need assistence in the IOS upgradation and software download, please check
the below URL: Software Download Center
Commands to check the additional information about the content of the buffers:
show buffer pool (small - middle - big - verybig - large - huge): shows a summary
of the buffers for the specified pool.
show buffer pool (small - middle - big - verybig - large - huge) dump: shows a hex/ASCII
dump of all the buffers of a given pool.
show tech-support of the router.
How can we identify the pool encounters a problem:
(a) If number of misses & creates increases at high rate (as a % of hits)
(b) If consistently low number of buffers in free list
(c) If number of failure or number of  memory increases

INFO: The buffer counters can be cleared only by reloading the router.

SHOW MEMORY NOTIFICATIONS (if any)

ERROR: Processor memory utilization is 99.0708%. This is considered to be very
high.
Processor memory or main memory stores the running configuration and routing tables.
The Cisco IOS software executes from main memory.
The amount of processor memory required by the router is affected by the Cisco IOS
version used, the size of the network and by the access list configurations.
TRY THIS: If this device is a 2600, 3600 or a 3700, use Cisco's Memory Calculator
to determine the required memory for your configuration. Alternatively, use the
Software Advisor to ensure that an optimal IOS version has been chosen. For example,
if you use an IOS image that supports 'IPSEC 56', but you do not utilize any of
the IPSec features, you can load a smaller IOS image without the IPSec features.



